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Abstract. Interactive Narrative is blessed with a myriad of forms, this
richness makes it hard to compare IDN systems or to develop general the-
ories and tools as each example can seem like a special case. We take the
approach of using hypertext as a method of inquiry to explore the sim-
ilarities of different IDN forms. Using the Interactive Process Model to
scope our analysis we systematically examine IDN from the perspective
of hypertext structure. We show that hypertext can coherently explain
the transition functions (the parts of the system that manages narra-
tive state) across calligraphic, sculptural (storylets), adaptive, database
driven, parser, and game narratives. In doing so we define a Hypertext
Lens, made of layers of lexia state, story state, world model, and story
engine. We also show how sculptural systems, parser fiction, and game
narratives make use of interaction and presentation engines that comple-
ment and build upon these structures. Rather than trying to reconcile
hypertext and IDN our approach instead presents hypertext as a useful
thought pattern for approaching IDN that can bridge the gap between
IDN forms and clarify their relationships to one another. Our analysis
clearly shows a fluidity of form, encourages experimentation, and pro-
vides a mechanism through which theory can be applied widely.

Keywords: calligraphic hypertext, sculptural hypertext, adaptive hy-
pertext, storylets, parser fiction, database narrative, narrative games

1 Introduction

Interactive Digital Narrative (IDN) has its foundations in both early text adven-
ture games and the hypertext fiction of the 80s and 90s. Hypertext is therefore
often seen as a precursor to modern IDN systems, or (as manifest in popular
tools such as Twine) as a particular subset of IDN, based on textual nodes and
navigational links. However, Hypertext research has continued over the last few
decades, with many contributions around hypertext models, applications, usage
in the wild, tools and standards. This knowledge could be a valuable resource
to the IDN community if the relationship between Hypertext and modern IDN
systems could be defined more clearly.

Rather than try to rationalise IDN as Hypertext, or vice-versa, in this paper
we instead consider “Hypertext as Method”, an approach that uses Hypertext
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as a method of inquiry to understand different types of systems [5]. In this
way Hypertext acts as a lens through which we can understand the common
hypertextuality of different IDN systems, creating an analytical tool which can
show how IDN forms are related to one another.

We also use Thue’s Interactive Process Model [43] as a way to scope the
lens and understand the boundaries of that hypertextuality. Rather than setting
out hypertext as a restrictive view of IDN, we thus hope that this approach
is a liberating one that could help us to understand how, through this common
hypertextuality, theories developed for one form of IDN might translate to others.

2 Background

Hypertext has its roots in the work of its pioneers, Doug Engelbart who created
NLS/Augment and considered hypertext as ‘augmenting man’s intellect’ [14],
and Ted Nelson and his conceptual system Xanadu, that imagined a global ‘Per-
mascroll’ with digital technologies to seamlessly navigate and explore [34]. In
both cases the central idea was to allow readers to navigate between text (or
other media) by traversing navigational structures (such as links or trails). By the
1980s there were many digital implementations available such as IBIS, Interme-
dia, NoteCards, Hyperties, and ZOG [11], and by the end of the 1990s hypertext
was an established research area, with distinct sub-communities working both
on hypertext as a knowledge tool and hypertext as digital literature [45].

There were also attempts, working across both sub-communities, to formalise
hypertext and create agreed models so that systems might interoperate [12,13].
This led to an appreciation that there were different domains of hypertext, sets of
models and behaviour focused on a particular task. Navigational hypertext based
around nodes (containing media) connected via navigable links, spatial hypertext
focused on spatial structures like lists or sets that could be dynamically arranged
and identified by a spatial parser, and taxonomic hypertexts where conceptual
hierarchies are arranged into alternative views that can be traversed [31].

In the last two decades Hypertext has gone feral, adopted and adapted by
thousands of Internet communities [44], it has spawned studies in folksonomies
and semantic graphs [27], been applied to the expanding web and social networks
[4, 22], as well as the real world via both augmented and mixed reality [17, 42],
and it continues to struggle with its own form and poetics [8, 35].

Interactive Digital Narratives share some of this early history, with key works
published in early hypertext systems such as Notecards, and dedicated platforms
such as Storyspace [7]. However, a mirror heritage in parser-based games, and
a focus on high level narrative and content rather than low level associative
structure, has given IDN research its own flavour, and ultimately a distinct
community. Popular free platforms have been established such as Twine and
Inform, encouraging a wider audience and experimentation that has driven craft
knowledge [15]. In the last decade advances in game development frameworks
has resulted in an explosion of independent narrative games, unconstrained by
traditional forms, that are pushing IDN in a myriad of directions [16,33,38].
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Not surprising then, that many in the IDN community consider hypertext
to be either something from the history books or at best a tiny subset of what
IDN can be. Millard attempts to reconcile the two, seeing ‘literary hypertext as
a subset of games, but narrative games as fundamentally hypertextual.’ [32] But
what does this hypertextuality actually mean?

Atzenbeck and Nürnberg suggest the approach that we use in this paper.
They argue that Hypertext is a method of inquiry; a way of thinking about
systems that can provide new insights [5]. They identify three hypertext per-
spectives: first class structure, context dependent structure, and open ended
structure, and point out that ‘other fields may adopt features of some of these
perspectives, but the primacy the hypertext literature places upon them is distin-
guishing.’ They tend towards viewing hypertext as a knowledge tool, but in this
paper we explore the other hypertext tradition, hypertext as digital literature.

We also draw on Thue’s model of an interactive narrative process [43], this
views IDN systems as three functions that control respectively observation (what
the reader sees), action (what the reader does), and transitions (how those ac-
tions change narrative state). Our approach is to use the hypertext lens to anal-
yse the transition functions of different IDN forms, arguing that the hypertext
focus on structure helps to understand and contextualise those forms. By exam-
ining the observation and action functions we can also scope the lens, and see
what important elements lie beyond the hypertextual analysis.

3 Hypertext as a Lens

In this section we systematically examine a series of IDN forms, looking at how
a hypertext lens might help explain how they function and how they are similar
or distinct to one another. We do this by exploring the way in which IDNs are
structured, using hypertext terms and structural models.

3.1 Linking, Adaptation, and Guard Fields

When we use the term hypertext, most people will think of the navigational
domain of hypertext, defined with nodes and links. Where these are explicitly
defined this has also been called Calligraphic Hypertext, as the links are drawn
deliberately between nodes to create navigational paths between them [6]. Links
are emblematic of hypertext systems, so much so that Halasz referred to the
‘Tyranny of the Link’ to complain about the extent to which they exclude other
types of structures (such as trails, or virtual documents) [19].

This hyperstructure is concerned with defining the possible states of the hy-
pertext, and the ways in which a reader might move between them. It is therefore
a way of describing the transition function of a system. In calligraphic hypertext
it is tempting to think of the nodes of the hypertext as states, and the links
as the transitions. But this confuses what is displayed on screen with the state
of the story (the salient parts of the reader’s understanding of the hypertext
as modelled by the system). The story state only changes after the reader has
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read the lexia3 within a node. It is therefore the lexia that represent transitions
between states of the story.

In calligraphic hypertext this distinction may seem moot, as there is a one-to-
one mapping between the lexia and the possible states of the story (the lexia the
reader has just read is sufficient to model their position in the story). However,
Adaptive Hypertext breaks this strict connection. In adaptive hypertext addi-
tional rules dynamically adjust the lexia or the links or both [10]. The changes
were classified by Brusilovsky into multiple methods (for example, removing con-
tent or links vs. changing presentation) [9]. These rules mean that in adaptive
hypertext the current lexia is no longer sufficient to model the state of the story,
and instead adaptive hypertext systems include some form of user model that
is combined at runtime with the calligraphic hypertext model. The user model
might be set up in advance (for example, selecting a learning preference in an ed-
ucational hypertext system) and/or can be dynamically adjusted at runtime (for
example, to track what the reader has already seen). The later means for exam-
ple, that while calligraphic hypertexts can have circular structure, they cannot
distinguish between repeat visits to a lexia (each visit returns to the same state),
while an adaptive hypertext can do this (return visits can be different states).

StorySpace is an adaptive hypertext system, as it uses guard fields to control
whether links are available or not [7]. Twine is also an example of an adaptive
hypertext system where the author can define variables that are modified during
reading [15]; both content and links within Twine can then be made dependent
on these variables to achieve many of the effects set out by Brusilovsky.

Strict calligraphic hypertexts could therefore be defined as those where lexia
state is sufficient to model the reader’s position in a story, whereas adaptive
hypertext systems - whilst still mostly calligraphic - require both lexia state
and additional story state that can modify the presence and appearance of both
content and structure4.

3.2 Sculptural Hypertext and Storylets

Sculptural Hypertexts are those that use purely story state to manage the pro-
gression of the narrative. The lexia state is ignored. You can imagine that in
a sculptural hypertext all nodes are potentially connected (which is why it is
irrelevant which lexia you have just read), but at runtime the story state is used
to sculpt away most of the connections [6]. For example, one node might assert
that the reader has now ‘met Alice’ while another states that it is only available
if ‘met Alice’ has been asserted.

3 Although we use the term lexia this need not be textual content, and in fact our
emphasis on lexia representing state changes means that it is their purpose within
the overall narrative that is important rather than their form, making our use of the
term very similar to Mateas’ notion of ‘dramatic beats’ [30].

4 The adaptive hypertext literature refers to a user model, as an amalgam of user
preferences and current reading state, but in IDN non-diegetic user preferences (from
outside of the user’s interaction with the hypertext, e.g. age or expertise level) are
less important, so we adopt the term story state to describe the same concept.
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Fig. 1. One high level Storylet captures the behaviour of three low level Storylets.

The notion of Storylets emerged separately in the interactive fiction commu-
nity [26]. Storylets are effectively the building blocks of a sculptural hypertext,
they contain the lexia itself, as well as the conditions that govern whether it
is available, and the behaviour that modifies the story state when the lexia is
read. A collection of storylets is a sculptural hypertext (in the interactive fiction
community these have also been referred to as quality-based stories [41]).

In the hypertext literature these building blocks have been conceptualised
as a ‘context-sourced link’ (i.e a link where the source is a story state rather
than a node) [46], meaning that storylets can be modelled consistently alongside
calligraphic hypertexts. Storylets also exist at different levels of complexity. For
example, in StoryPlaces [21] each storylet is a single lexia with conditions and
effects, this low level approach is powerful but makes authoring branching struc-
tures difficult5; whereas in StoryNexus [1] the storylet is made up of a root event
(a starting lexia) followed by branches with different effects. This difference is
shown in Figure 1. StoryPlaces then is a strict sculptural hypertext - using only
story state, whereas StoryNexus, although primarily sculptural, adds additional
lexia state to make authoring branching choices and consequences simpler.

3.3 Story Engines and Database Narratives

Hypertext systems are more than a hypertext model, they also require a run-
time system to apply those models and manage state. As described previously
Thue’s model of an interactive narrative process deconstructs this system into a

5 Sculptural Hypertext is a good fit for locative literature systems like StoryPlaces,
because location can be modelled as just another condition.
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transition, observation, and action function [43]. We have already described the
transition function in IDN as typically being fulfilled by a story engine, and we
can say that in most IDN systems the observation function is fulfilled by some
sort of presentation engine, and the action function by some sort of interaction
engine (although in practice they may be implemented together).

In calligraphic hypertext the presentation engine displays the lexia and link
anchors appropriate for the current state, the interaction engine registers the
reader’s clicks on link anchors, the story engine then uses the calligraphic model
to select the next lexia, thus moving the story forward. Whereas in sculptural
hypertext the presentation engine displays the lexia and the available storylets
for the current state, the interaction engine registers the reader’s selection of the
next storylet, and the story engine uses the sculptural model to select the next
lexia and alter the story state.

The hypertext lens is primarily concerned with the transition function, the
story engine, and the models that drive it, but that does not mean that the other
functions are not significant. For example, in sculptural systems we also see a
lot of variety in the observation function, part of what Mateas calls the content
selection architecture (Kreminski and Wardrip-Fruin provide a good overview
of selection strategies [26]). We can see evidence of this in StoryPlaces, which
exhaustively lists all available storylets given the current story state [21], whereas
Card Shark shows a random selection of storylets, disabling (but still showing the
details of) storylets whose conditions are not currently met [6]. These differences
in the observation function have profound implications for how a narrative is
experienced and designed (for example, this allows storylets to be added to
Card Shark that can never be reached, but which influence the player when they
appear in the selection as players do not know that they are unreachable).

In Sam Barlow’s Her Story and Telling Lies the action function is not to click
on links or select storylets, but to type search terms into a database of video.
Gasque et al. call this approach ‘database narratives’ [16]. From the hypertext
perspective database narratives are effectively a form of sculptural hypertext,
but where the player rather than the system manages the transition function,
in other words, database narratives require no story engine. Despite this, the
underlying story model, used to design and plan the narrative, is still sculptural.
But when lexia (or in this case video) is seen, it only changes the story state
if the player themselves makes note of what new elements have been revealed.
In the absence of a story engine Barlow uses the limitation of only returning
the first 5 items (a modification of the observation function) in order to manage
progression through the story [16].

3.4 Parsers, Narrative Games and World Models

Like sculptural hypertexts, parser fiction uses story state to manage its nar-
rative, only here the interaction engine relies on interpreted typed commands
rather than clickable links. These parser fictions often take the form of a tra-
ditional text adventure and express the story state in terms of a world model,
a schema or super structure that provides a framework for a coherent (and
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more complete) description of the story world. This allows authors to express
themselves at a higher level than a set of variables - for example, in Inform we
declare a set of rooms and their relationships, objects and their locations within
rooms, and scenes in which story unfolds. There is then a grammar for interact-
ing with this world model (moving between rooms, picking up and inspecting
objects, etc.) The query interface of database narratives can also be considered
as a simple grammar, but the superstructure of the world model makes a more
complex grammar possible, as valid actions can be defined against whole classes
of objects. Parser fiction also often uses a different presentation engine to tra-
ditional hypertext, as it doesn’t show you explicit choices and instead expects
your choices to be made diegetically by interacting with the world model [28].

While parser based adventure games adopt new interaction and presentation
engines, narrative games can take this even further. Whilst still built on a story
engine (and often a world model) their interactions can include rich ludonarra-
tive mechanics [2], with elements of the story being delivered through a variety
of channels, such as cutscenes, scripted events/character barks, log entries, inter-
active dialog, and environmental storytelling (reminiscent of transmedia [23]).

The element of environmental storytelling means that, like database narra-
tives, narrative games and parsers do not necessarily track and manage all of
the state through their story engines, and that there is the possibility that the
transition function is shared between player and machine. To some extent then,
all three forms are epistemic, not in Ryan’s motivational sense (in that players
are “driven by the need to know”) [40] but rather they are at least partially
driven by what the player knows.

As we have considered these different forms of IDN - Calligraphic, Adaptive,
Sculptural, Database, Parsers, and Games - we have moved through and then
beyond the hypertext lens. Particularly in these last two forms, where there is
increased importance of the observation and action functions as ways of deliver-
ing story and managing the experience. Thus a design theory of narrative games
cannot be solely based on hypertext, but these hypertextual models can be used
to understand the transition function - the story engine and underlying struc-
tural models for such experiences. Hypertext models can therefore be used as
analytical tools to understand how narrative games work, and hypertext systems
can be used as authoring tools for much of their narrative structure.

4 Discussion

Through our hypertextual description of IDN forms we have developed a simple
layer model of the Hypertext Lens (shown in Figure 2).

Central to this is a finite state model where each lexia that the reader en-
counters represents a transition between states of the narrative. Note that lexia
represent transitions, not states (see Section 3.1). However, it is possible that
narratives are managed solely via lexia state, in which case there is a one-to-one
correlation between the lexia state and the state of the narrative (e.g. the state
might be: ‘You have just read Page 1’). Calligraphic Hypertext exists at this
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Fig. 2. The Hypertext Lens as Applied to the Layers of IDN

level, reading a lexia in the hypertext transitions you to a matching state, and
links in that lexia represent the next possible lexia and state transitions. Au-
thors are effectively directly writing the narrative state graph. Because of this
one-to-one match Calligraphic Hypertext is easy to understand and is therefore
one of the most accessible forms of IDN, although if the narrative is very open
(meaning that the reader has many choices) then the density of the state graph
can become high, and the hypertext becomes difficult to author and visualise.

A way to solve this problem is to model story state explicitly, and to use
this and not lexia state to model the narrative. Figure 3 shows a simple story
sequence modelled as a calligraphic hypertext (using only lexia state) and as
a sculptural hypertext (using only story state). Lexia still act as transitions
between story states (e.g. reading ‘You take the key.’ leads to the state: ‘has
key’) but now, assuming that not all of the information in the lexia will affect
the onward story6, different lexia can transition you to the same story states,
which simplifies the state graph (in Figure 3, Original Story, states 2 and 3 in
the calligraphic model have been consolidated into one state in the sculptural
model). This is the basis of Sculptural Hypertext, which exclusively uses story
state to manage the reader’s progress.

Sculptural Hypertext has a further advantage. Authors writing calligraphic
hypertext have no choice but to use the whole of the state information when
creating transitions, because the states of the story are collapsed down into a
single piece of information (the current lexia). For example, if I want to add a
lexia where the reader can ‘examine the key’ to the calligraphic system (Figure 3,
Extension) then I have to create transitions from all states where the reader has

6 In our example we are not interested in modelling the state of the guard
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Fig. 3. Calligraphic Hypertext relies on Lexia State and authors directly write the state
model, whereas Sculptural Hypertext uses Story State and users write at a higher level

that key (states 2, 3, and 4), in addition I will need two versions of the lexia, one
if they examine it in the room (state 5), and another for after the door (state 6)
in order to present the correct set of onward transitions. However, in a sculptural
system I can define the transition based on partial story state. I can do this by
creating a single storylet that transitions from any state where ‘has key’ is set,
this will then be available from all states in the underlying state model where
this is true. Sculptural hypertext authors are not therefore directly authoring
the state graph, but working at a higher level of abstraction (effectively they
are creating parallel story state models that each track a different aspect of the
story and can be checked and altered independently, e.g. a state model for the
key, another for the room). This is what makes sculptural hypertext so powerful,
but also more complex to conceptualise and design.

Adaptive Hypertext (which is what most node/link systems actually repre-
sent) is a way to balance this power and complexity, here we use lexia state to
model the bulk of the hypertext, but story state to simplify that graph when
needed (e.g. using guard fields [7]). Parser-based fiction also uses story state
abstractions. Often these are text adventures that also provide a comprehensive
schema to help manage story state in terms of the story world, we call this a
world model. For example, the world model provided by Inform includes rooms
and their connections, objects and inventory, and scenes and their progression.
All of this could be replicated in a sculptural hypertext with many individual
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state variables, but authoring using the world model is an easy way to define
complex state quickly and in a manner that is familiar to writers [36].

All of these systems use a story engine [3] to keep track of state and manage
the available transitions (fulfilling the transition function). An exception to this
are database-driven stories, these operate using story state but do not provide the
machinery to track state. Instead the story state is left in the head of the reader,
typically in the form of keywords that they might wish to pursue further (the
transition function is undertaken by the reader, not the machine). This weakens
the connection between lexia and state changes, as the reader must notice and
remember that state for the transition to occur. Lexia in database stories thus
represent the possibility of state transitions. In addition, there are state changes
that can occur entirely outside of the system (for example, if the reader forgets
a crucial piece of information, or learns something from an external source).
Therefore in database driven stories, although the author might design an ideal
story state model (that becomes embedded in the lexia), the actual states and
transitions experienced by the reader could be different.

Hypertext works well to examine these inner layers of the model. However,
there are clearly limits to its ability to describe IDNs. For a start (and following
Adam’s terminology [3]) there are a wide variety of interaction engines (ful-
filling the action function) and presentation engines (fulfilling the observation
function), and it is possible to play with these in order to get specific effects.
Calligraphic hypertexts convey subtle information about choices via the place-
ment of link anchors. Sculptural hypertexts typically list available lexia and use
explicit names or prompts to provide clues to the reader. Parsers often don’t
present story options at all, but provide a set of actions and a grammar to in-
teract with the world model by typing commands. Database narratives provide
a search interface where the users type keywords directly.

Variations in interaction and presentation engines are at the very edges of
the Hypertext space, what Bernstein calls ‘Strange Hypertexts’ [6], and at their
extremes result in the sophisticated action functions we see in games - where the
interaction engine constitutes a complex set of mechanics 7. Similarly hypertext
says very little about the presentation engine that is used to translate lexia and
player options to the screen. In this the Hypertext Lens outlined above matches
the classic Dexter Model of hypertext [18], which separates systems into different
layers, and places hypertext in a central ‘Storage Layer’. The Lens we have set
out (lexia state, story state, world model, and story engine) correspond to this
‘Storage Layer’. Whereas interaction engines are part of the ‘Runtime Layer’
and presentation engines part of the ‘Within Component Layer’, both of which
Dexter considers to be outside of the core hypertext design.

The Hypertext Lens does not therefore cover the entirety of IDN systems.
However, it helps to explain what Millard called a ‘core hypertextuality’ in narra-
tive games [32], evidenced in attempts to characterise Bandersnatch as a Gaunt-
let [37] or to map the structure of The Walking Dead [24]. We go beyond this

7 Even in calligraphic hypertext, the observation and interaction engines convey mean-
ing, e.g. Mason and Bernstein’s work on the poetics of contemporary link usage [29]
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claim and have begun to unpack this hypertextuality and to relate it to differ-
ent IDN forms. Thue’s model of an interactive narrative process helps to explain
that the Hypertext Lens describes the transition function of IDN, whereas games
design better covers the observation and action functions. This means that when
those functions are relatively simple the hypertext lens is a more complete de-
scription than when they are complex. While the explanatory power of the lens is
focused on the interactive narrative elements of games, it does not follow that it
is limited to games where narrative is seen as a minor element, just that its scope
is limited within those games. In these cases the lens provides clarity precisely
because it allows you to focus on one part of a more complex medium.

The Hypertext Lens also reveals the fluidity of IDN forms. This might inspire
us to consider IDNs that mix forms together. For example, we might imagine
database stories with some sculptural elements, sculptural stories with a more
robust world model, or calligraphic stories that include some free text query
and therefore push some story state outside of the story engine. We have also
seen how hypertext can help explain complex IDNs that already mix up these
forms. This is true even in the case of commercial narrative games, for example
Supergiant’s narrative roguelike Hades could be seen as a sculptural hypertext
using large grain storylets with calligraphic internal structure, coupled with a
presentation engine that selects storylets based on a priority selection strategy.

Understanding the hypertextual commonalities of these forms also enables
them to benefit from theories and craft knowledge developed elsewhere. Database
narratives may seem like unknown design spaces, but much of the craft knowledge
from storylets could be applied to them (e.g. by utilising sculptural patterns
in their design [20]). Understanding whether the narrative model of a game is
more calligraphic or sculptural enables us to apply the right narrative design
principles, and to pick an appropriate IDN tool in which to write the script.

Hypertext is a structure-centric view of IDN (after all, Atzenbeck argued that
a focus on structure was the defining perspective of hypertext [5]), and while it
does not fully capture all of the elements it does allow us to think about the
structures separately from the other parts of the experience. Thus it has real
value as a thought pattern, a way of approaching IDN that sits alongside similar
analytical models such as SPP [25] or the Double-Hermeneutic Circle [39] and
can be used both descriptively for analysis and prescriptively for design.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have adopted Atzenbeck’s approach of using Hypertext as a
Method of Inquiry in order to analyse IDN forms through a hypertext lens.
We have also used Thue’s Interactive Process Model as a means to scope that
lens, and have shown that it helps to deconstruct the transition function of IDN
systems (how the system manages narrative state). In doing so we have revealed
how different IDN forms relate to one another. Calligraphic hypertext purely
uses lexia states and transitions (resulting in a one to one mapping between
lexia and narrative state), sculptural hypertext (a set of storylets) purely uses
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story states and transitions, and adaptive hypertexts mix the two, using lexia
state to manage most of the narrative, with story state employed to simplify
overly complex sections. In all three cases a story engine manages the transition
function. The lens also shows that database IDNs are sculptural in nature, but
instead of a story engine the transition function occurs within the mind of the
reader; and it reveals parser fiction as structurally sculptural but defined against
a world model (which makes authoring complex state easier). Throughout, we
have given small or abstract examples of the lens in action, and in future work
we hope to use the lens to explore specific IDN works in more detail.

The hypertext lens is a thought pattern that puts structure first, it thus
moves the focus away from the presentation and interaction engines that fulfil
the observation and action functions (how narrative and choices are presented,
and the ways in which the reader/player interacts with them). In calligraphic and
adaptive hypertext these are relatively simple, and the lens provides an almost
complete picture, but in sculptural systems a more complex presentation engine
makes decisions about which storylets to reveal next, and in parser fiction a more
sophisticated interaction engine manages a complex grammar made possible by
the world model. In narrative games there is a high level of experimentation
with presentation and interaction engines - with multiple channels reminiscent
of transmedia, and complex mechanics that yield only to game design theory.
Nevertheless, the hypertext lens continues to usefully highlight the structures
within the transition function and the activity of the game’s story engine.

This coherent hypertextual view of IDN suggests a fluidity of forms, with
the potential for theory to be applied consistently across them. When new ideas
emerge (such as database narratives) if they can be explained in terms of exist-
ing hypertext models they immediately benefit from design theory that already
exists. Hybrid approaches that seem at first esoteric and strange (for example,
the located and contextual nodes of StoryPlaces) can be explained in terms of
what has gone before. It also implies a core set of narrative design skills that
could be taught, and would be relevant across many different forms.

Finally it is worth acknowledging that the hypertext lens is a technical de-
construction of IDN, it does not tell us how to write dramatic plots, how to
manage agency effectively, or how to build believable characters, but it does ex-
plain the structural narrative architecture of IDN forms and reveals the fluidity
between them. This comprehensive explanation of a part of IDN is valuable. If
we understand the hypertextual similarities between IDNs then when we see best
practice in one form we can translate it to another, even though the lens doesn’t
tell you what that best practice itself might be. We hope that by using hypertext
to set out a coherent view of IDN forms, and by describing a lens that can be
used in future to analyse new works and approaches, that we will empower the
next generation of writers, designers, and tool developers to explore these other
questions, and in doing so, develop answers that can be applied widely.
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